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Site building works- JCoSS occasionally have building work occurring on site and this could potentially be a
risk to students and teachers. This is a huge responsibility and the law reflects the magnitude of this. Moving
objects- The technicians use trolleys to transfer substances and chemicals between classrooms and the office,
these can be a hazard because people can trip over them and fall and have an accident. They also ensure they
are tied up once used and kept located in a box at the front of the classroom where they should be returned to
as soon as somebody uses them to ensure they are not being a risk to anyone. This act also influences health
and social care settings for service users. One is by completing risk assessments each time their is building
work happening on site to spot all the risks and make sure they don't happen and to know how to deal with
them if they do happen by any reason out of our reach. They also ensure staff know how to take delivery of
harmful substances and know how to separate the different chemicals from one another. Some employee
legislation is weakening, yet this act is strengthening in its influence and interpretation. When the teachers or
students place the equipment back in their places, they need to make sure they use careful consideration when
stacking or moving them to prevent them from breaking or falling. The science department ensure organic
pests such as foxes, ants, wasps, bees, cockroaches, houseflies and more don't cause harm to anyone in the
science department by making sure all windows and doors are shut at the beginning and end of each lesson to
ensure no pests can get in. They have both cold and hot water to suit both needs with hand towels and hand
driers to ensure it is a hygienic department and nobody gets ill. Risk assessments plus fixed assessments for
building sites need to be completed to view what hazards could potentially happen and to think of ways in
order to stop them from happening. In order to do this they have to follow a load of regulations to ensure the
workplace is hazard free. Dampness and mould- This is prevented in the science department by cleaning the
classrooms and offices every day using special cleaning products and hoovering to keep it clean. Employers
themselves could be held responsible if there are breeches of health and safety at work. Off-site work- This is
when staff work off side and they aren't working in the science department. Gates and signs will be put up
near to block off the specific area in which the building work is happening to protect people from entering a
unsafe area. If the training is inadequate for manual handling and the use of equipment then employees can be
injured. The science department deal with any problems that could occur before going to work off-site to make
it a safe environment to work in. The science department keep all the heavier pieces of equipment nearer to the
ground to prevent falling objects. By doing this it helps to identify the risks that could happen and eliminate
them before anyone gets harmed.


